## Cagers fall in close game

By W. Thomas Compton

The varsity cagers opened their sixth season under Coach Bob Barry last Saturday with a disappointing 76-71 loss to Wesleyan.

The game opened with an 11-0 run as Wesleyan took command of the opening 15 minute period. The lead was over three points. Wesleyan was 3-0-1 after a previous drubbing of Tufts.

Second half saw Wesleyan score 32-36 and advantage, 10, ahead six times. Neither team could pull away, and it was only with 2:15 left in the half that the lead was over three points. Wesleyan led, 53-46, going into the dressing room with a 33-32 lead, mostly behind Werle's fine work from the charity stripe.

10 for 13. This kept them in the game for five and a half periods.

Wilson, Hardt in foul trouble

The sophomores were experiencing first game jitters and committing needlessly fouls. Both tall men were in foul trouble, and Bob Hardt '67 and Bob Hurd '67 were in foul trouble with 3 and 2 fouls respectively. The lead was lost.

The second half saw Wesleyan jump to an 11 point edge with only three and a half minutes gone. They traded baskets, and Wesleyan's Steve Snover '65 picked up his fifth foul.

Tech pulls within one

The game was a back and forth contest, and pulled within one point, outscoring the hosts 12-6 in the final minute period. Then Hurd drew his fifth foul and it was all over. With their two big men out, they just couldn't get the shots. Wesleyan opened to a 15 point margin and both teams substituted freely.

Coach Bob Grady '65 was high point man for the Engineers with 17, two behind Werle. Hardt was the only other Techman to hit in the double figures.

## Brown wins mile

Runners crush Bowdoin

By Bob Hague

The MIT varsity track team opened its indoor season at Bowdoin on Saturday, with a 75-90 victory.

The Techmen won 9 of 13 events from the hosts and increased their hopes for a fine season. Captain Ken Monahan '67 and Ken Swenson '67 led the way, and the fall field events with a first place finish. Monahan won the pole vault with a height of 16' 6", while Clark

## All-Sports Day

Nearly every sport has a home meet Saturday, the second weekend of the winter season. It would be a good time to get out and see the action, starting with a morning squash match and finishing off with a basketball doubleheader.

## Take 3 decisions

Wrestlers lose to Harvard 17-9

By Dave Chananon

The MIT grapplers were defeated last week by Harvard, 17-9. All three decisions were scored by winning the first match by a pin and maintained the advantage to the finish.

In the 157 pound class, Larry Larry Adeloff '67 wrestled against Harvard's Howard Henney. Henney pinned Silverman at the 3:13 mark of the second period for 3 points. MIT three points back in the 133-pound class. Tom Connolly '65 wrestled Terry Peacock, who scored 4:03.7.

In the 170-pound class, Harvard's Telford Gillmore taked a 3rd and a 2nd. Columbia won the meet in the last race by a pin and maintained the advantage to the finish.

The Blues were the first to take the lead. With 1:30 remaining, the Huntley lead 19-8. Whiteley's Whitman '66 (right) gets shots for a take-down against Phi of Harvard in the first quarter-finals against the really top wrestling schools.

## Falls to Columbia 51-44

Final race decides meet

By Neil Gillman

In an electrifying first meet of the season, Columbia dominated the 157-pound class. Whiteley '67 in the 147-pound class. Whiteley's Whitman '66 (right) gets shots for a take-down against Phi of Harvard in the first period, with a Hackett and a Whitman (V) win in the quarter-finals against the really top wrestling schools.

The Blues were the first to take the lead. With 1:30 remaining, the Huntley lead 19-8. Whiteley's Whitman '66 (right) gets shots for a take-down against Phi of Harvard in the first period, with a Hackett and a Whitman (V) win in the quarter-finals against the really top wrestling schools.

The Blues were the first to take the lead. With 1:30 remaining, the Huntley lead 19-8. Whiteley's Whitman '66 (right) gets shots for a take-down against Phi of Harvard in the first period, with a Hackett and a Whitman (V) win in the quarter-finals against the really top wrestling schools.

## Scottsboro's loss

The Scottsboro Blues were the first to take the lead. With 1:30 remaining, the Huntley lead 19-8. Whiteley's Whitman '66 (right) gets shots for a take-down against Phi of Harvard in the first period, with a Hackett and a Whitman (V) win in the quarter-finals against the really top wrestling schools.

The Blues were the first to take the lead. With 1:30 remaining, the Huntley lead 19-8. Whiteley's Whitman '66 (right) gets shots for a take-down against Phi of Harvard in the first period, with a Hackett and a Whitman (V) win in the quarter-finals against the really top wrestling schools.